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Abstract 

In response to the chronic inflation that has plagued the developing world in the 
past, many countries adopted different stabilization policies, but to what extent these 
stabilization programs were designed for political rather than economic motivations 
is not clear. Nor is it known whether and to what extent policy makers may take 
advantage of t he consumption cycles derived from the different stabilization strategies. 
This empirical paper finds strong evidence that the choice of nominal anchor to stabilize 
inflation depends on the election cycle. In particular, exchange-rate-based stabi!izations 
are on average launched before elections whereas money-based stabilizations are set 
after them, implying the existence of political opportunism in the timing and choice of 
stabilization anchor. The empiriC'al estimates are obtained through the use of a fairly 
simple econometric model based on a wide range of stabilization episodes. The sample 
is constructed systematically and coherently enhancing the robustness of the results. 

- l am grateful to Carlos Vegh for his constructive advices in the development of this paper. I also thank 
Ernesto Stein and the participants in the IADB Research Department Seminar for helpful comrnents and 
Marina Bassi for her valuable support and great encouragement. 
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Money-Based vs. Exchange-Rate-Based Stabilization: Is there Spa.ce for Politica.l 
Opportunism? 

1 Introd uction 

Determining how the political process affects econornic policy-making is a challenge, particu

larly for researchers studying developing countries. It is a challenge worth meeting, however, 

because failing to design the right policy may have a major negative impact on the welfare 

of these societies. An example of a policy with a high political dimension and strong welfare 

impact is the choice of nominal anchor to stabilize inflation. In response to chronic inflation 

many countries adopted stabilization policies. ,These policies differed in their design, but to 1 

what extent these differences arose from political rather than economic motivations is not 

clear. Nor is it known whether and to what extent policy makers may take advantage of the 

' 
consumption cycles derived from the different stabilization strategies. Exchange-rate based 

inflation stabilizations programs generate an initial consumption boom and a later reces

sion in the economy whereas money-based stabilizations generate an early consumption bust 

followed by a recovery. Knowledge of these consumption patterns allow politicians to use 

the two nominal anchors opportunistically. In particular, exchange-rate based stabilizations 

might be used prior to elections whereas monetary anchors might be employed after them. 

This empírica! paper tests the existence of opportunism in the choice of nominal anchor to 

stabilize inflation contributing to the existing political economy literature and shedding sorne 

light on the decision-making process behind a country's choice of a particular stabilization 

strategy. This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 details the differences between money-
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based and exchange-rate based stabilization programs, Section 3 describes the opportunistic 

use of macroeconomic variables with particular emphasis on the existing literature, Section 

4 addresses the opportunistic behavior behind t he choice of stabilization strategies, Section 

5 describes the data sources and the sample, section 6 defines the model and methodology 

used in the estimation procedure and Sectiori 7 concludes. 

2 Money-base~ versus Exchange-rate-based Stabiliza
tion 

Chronic Inflation has been a major problem in the late 20th century for many countries in 

the developing world and especially in Latin America . The diverse stabilization attempts 

pursued in Latín America have allowed economists to identify unique stylized facts for each 

type of stabilization strategy. The debates over what strategy to adopt in order to stabilize 

' the economy have been intense, and have been centered around whether exchange-rate-based 

stabilization (ERBS henceforth) is superior to money-based stabilization (MBS henceforth)1 

. Formally, the difference between these programs lies in the selection of the nominal anchor 

to bring inflation clown to normal rates. The ERBS chooses the exchange rate as its nominal 

anchor while the MBS traditionally adopts a monetary aggregate, such as Ml or Monetary 

Base. The conseq.uences of the choice of the nominal anchor differ considerably and have 

important implications. 

1 It should be pointed out that there is nothing as apure and perfect Money-based stabilization program. 
Most programs, called here MBS, <lid not rely only on a monetary anchor but .adopted a wide mi'Cture of 
policies. Nevertheless, they tend to strongly differ from the Exchange-Rate-based stabilization p¡-ograms 
due to the lack of an explicit "de facto" pegged exchange rate. Ih most of the cases of MBS considered, a 
floating exchange rate regime was adopted. Even though the paper will continue to use the term MBS, it 
seems appropriate to refer to them as non-ERES. 
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Traditionally, disinflation has been treated as contractionary in the literature. For ex

ample, Okun (1978) relies on the trade-off between inflation and unemployment from the 

Phillips-curve literature to conclude that any attempt to disinflate would result in costly 

unemployment for the economy. The main contribution of this literature is the development 

and applica.tion of the sacrifice ratio, which enables economists to calculate how much em

ployment, and therefore output, the economy would have to sacrifice for every percentage 

point reduction in the inflation rate. Thus, the primary problem faced by policy makers 

attempting to stabilize the economy has traditionally been considered the contractionary ef

fects disinflation has on output. However, disinflation <loes not need to be contractionary, as 

the hyperinflation episodes in Germany, Hungary and Austria in the 1920's and 1930's have 

shown. The experiences of Latin American countries and Israel in the last few decades also 

contradict the results predicted by the Phillips-curve based literature. Many stabilization 

plans, such as Southern Corre "tablitas" of the late 1970's, the Austral in Argentina (1985), 

the Cruzado in Brazil (1986) and the New Shekel Plan in Israel (1985) _have had a positive 

impact on output and employment, at least in the short run. Since these plans ha.ve been 

ERBS programs, ERBS has been perceived to have a smaller sacrifice ratio than MBS.2 

Calvo and Vegh (1999) analyze the stabilization programs adopted in Latín America and 

Israel. The theoretical work and empirical results of their paper are important because of the 

stylized facts they help to establish. Table 1 shows the most relevant empirical regularities 

of exchange-rate and money-based stabilization programs considered in their paper. 
2 Since it is usually the case that ERBS raises output while reducing inflation, ERBS should have a positive 
rather than a negative sacrifice ratio. 
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Table 1: Empirical Regularities of Stabilization Programs 

Exchange-rate-based stabilization 

Slow convergence of the inflation rate to the rate of 
devaluation 

lnitial increase in real GDP and_ prívate consumption 
followed by a later contraction 

Real appreciation of the domestic currency 

Deterioration of the trade balance and curren! account 
deficit 

Arrbiguous impact response of domestic real interest 
rates 

Source: Calvo and Vegh (1999) 

Money-based stabilization 

Slow convergence of the inflation rate to the_ rate of 
growth of the m:mey supply 

lnitial contraction in econonic activity 

Real appreciation of the dornestic currency 

No definite response of the trade balance and the curren! 
account 

lnitial increase in domestic real interest rates 

The most striking difference between the two stabilization strategies is the real effects 

on economic activity. In particular, as alluded above, exchange-rate-based stabilization pro

grams exhibit consumption booms early on in the program followed by a later contraction. In 

contrast, money-based stabilization programs exhibit an initial consumption bust followed by 

a later recovery. The liter~ture exploring these boom-bust cycles have concentrated on the

oretical models replicating the empirical regularities in consumption following stabilization 

programs. The empirical literature sought to test what would be known as the "recession

now-versus-recession-later" hypothesis making reference to the possibility of delaying the 

disiúflation costs (recession) using the exchange rate as the nominal anchor. It is important 

to note that exchange-rate-based stabilization attempts often lead to balanc~of-payments 

crisis, loss of international reserves and major 'devaluations. Therefore, ex-ante, it is not a 

simple task to determine what stabilization strategy should be pursued, since initial con

sumption booms are definitely an advantage of ERBS over MBS. This is especially true if 

the economy is in a recession prior to the launching of the program. 
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Calvo and Vegh (,1999) present a thorough empirical analysis that describes the behavior 

of real GDP per-capita around stabilization programs in Latin America. They run regressions 

with real GDP per-capita as the dependent variable and using terms of trade, OECD gr:,owth 

and interest rates as explanatory variables. In order to examine the role of stabilization 

programs they include time (year) controls.3 . The results are quite convincing and sorne 

important conclusions are derived. First, MBS are mostly launched when real GDP per

capita is high and ERBS are launched when real GDP per-capita is low. This is a very 
' 

intuitive result considering that MBS are contractionary and ERBS are initially expansionary 

in terms of real activity. It is too costly to promote a MBS if real GDP per-capita is already 

below trend. Another important result is that the consumption boom-bust cycles are verified. 

In particular, their work shows that real GDP per-capita is above trend for at least ayear 

after an ERBS is launched and it falls afterwards. On the other hand, real GDP per-capita 

is below trend for ayear or two after the MBS are launched and it recovers later on. 

Calvo and Vegh (1999) also provide theoretical models to explain ~onsumption boom

bust cycles. Perhaps one of the most important results that could be derived from their 

main model is that, at least a priori, one stabilization strategy should not be preferred over 

the other. The only difference between them depends on when the stabilization costs will be 

paid - earlier in the case of a MBS and later in the case of an ERBS. In other words, in an 

infinite horizon economy, the present value of consumption (and output) after the adoption 

3 The results of this econometric analysis can be found in Calvo and Vegh (1999). They run regressions for 
the whole sample and stratified by type of stabilization policy {MBS and ERBS). The sample includes 8 
cow1tries over 24 years that span 17 episodes of stabilization attempts. 
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of either stabilization strategy> should be exactly equal.4 

3 Political ·opportunism and the Behavior of Macroe
conomic Variables 

Given the consumption boom-bust cycles described previously> an interesting question is 

whether policy makers take advantage of temporary benefits resulting from policies in order 

to be reelected? In particular> are elections an important factor taken into account by policy 

makers when deciding the timing for sorne key economic policies? The political economy 

literature had been concerned with the relatibnship between the timing of elections and a 

wide range of important macroeconomic variables including the size of government budget 

deficits, the inflation rate, the rate of GDP growth and the real exchange rate. This section 

presents a survey of the literature discussing the strategic and opportunistic use of sorne 

macroeconomic variables by policy-makers. 

Many papers explore the relationship between fiscal policy and elections. Persson and 

Svensson (1989), for example, develop a model to explain that conservative governments 

increase public consumption and create budget deficits if they know they will be replaced 

by a liberal government that favors larger level of public consumption. In this way, they 

restrain the ability of the next government to spend and create budget deficits. Tabellini 

and Alesina (1990) establish a theoretical link between elections and the provision of public 

4 This is true only if it is assumed that there are no wealth effects involved in the process. If, for example, 
a consumption boom after an ERBS favors the political approval of fiscal and structural reforms that mean 
higher growth in the near future - then, an ERBS is strongly prefered over MBS to stabilize tfle economy. This 
happens because, under the later, the reforms would have taken one or two years more to be implemented ( 
in the recovery) affecting negatively the total output produced by the infinite-lived economy. 
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goods. According to their model, the in·cumbent may run buqget deficits if he realizes that he 

is going to be replaced in the next elections. Lambertini (2000) tries to establish empirically 

the validity of the main ideas developed in the theoretical papers but <lid not find evi?,ence 

that the incumbents high probability of being replaced explains budget deficits , or that the 

provision of public goods follows a political pattern. Budget de.6.cits do not seem to be used 

strategically by policy makers. 

More recently, the political economy literature has developed the idea that other gov

ernment economic policies may be influenced by the election cycles. Stein and Streb (1997) 

describe the stop-and-go inflationary process' existent in Latin America. Their model ex- 1 

plains the existence of opportunistic policy makers that want to exploit the trade-off between 

present and future inflation. In particular, opportunistic policy makers reduce inflation be-

fore elections creating higher inflation afterwards. In order for this opportunistic strategy to 

work, voters are either assumed to be myopic, as described by Nordhaus(1975), or treated as 

rational but having incomplete information as in Rogoff (1990). This ,pattern is consistent 

with the non-smooth inflationary process in Latín America. As long as voters care about 

current inflation when deciding whether to vote for the incumbent, opportunistic policy 

makers may implement a policy to reduce temporarily the inflation rate before elections.5 

Stein and Streb (1997) suggest that Israel (1988), Bolivia (1989) and Mexico (1994) are 

typical examples where devaluations were postponed to slow down inflation before elections, 

s Fair (1978) runs regresions for the presidential elections in the United States using elections and GDP 
growth as explanatory variables. Democratic and Republican governments face the same type of voters, that 
put a very high weight on current inflation and GDP growth on the year of the election - as opposed to 
infla tion and growth in the whole presidential term - when deciding for which candidate to vote. 
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even though in Mexico for example, the stock of international reserves was declining quickly. 

Kessler (2000) describes the effort made by the PRI (Partido Revolucionario Institucional

ista) to extend as rnuch as possible the ?-pparent economic stability in Mexico up to the 1994 

elections. The policy of postponing devaluations guaranteed the PRI reelection in 1994 after 

President Salinas tetm, but the Tequila crisis soon afterwards was so traumatic that the PRI 

was later penalized in the 2000 elections. It is possible, therefore, to explain why govern

ments may peg the exchange rate even though they know that this strategy could lead to 

a balance-of-payment crisis. Cardoso (2000) describes the Brazilian devaluation and change 

of exchange-rate regime in 1999 as another case where postponing devaluation guaranteed 

successful political results with the reelection of President Fernando Henrique Cardoso. The 

country has lost international reserves but diq not end up with the huge crisis that Mexico 

did because the stock of reserves was much greater and the financia! system much better 

prepared to face a major crisis, hedging itself from steep devaluations: Stein and Streb (1997) 

describe the behavior of sorne Latin American governments: 

"The lack of an immediate cost in terms of increased unemployment may pro

vide strong incentives for the government to control inflation before elections, using 

the exchange rate as the nominal anchor ... Rather than the traditional inflation-
, 

unemployment trade-off, the key element seems to be an intertemporal trade-off 

between inflation today and inflation tomorrow, which governments have exploited 

for political purposes". 

Stein and Streb (2000), in the tradition of their previous paper, conclude that there is a 
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clear relationship between elections and the timing of devaluations. In particular, a govern

ment is tempted to devalue after elections. Their interesting empirical findings suggest that 

the depreciation of the exchange rate reaches on average 7% two months after presidential 

elections. Empirical work by Bonomo and Terra (1999) suggests that, in Brazil, the probabil

ity of having an appreciated exchange rate is higher in the months preceding elections while 

the probability of having a depreciated exchange rate is higher in the months succeeding 

elections. Bonomo and Terra (2000) develop a theoretical model to explain elections and 

exchange rate policy cycles based on the idea that voters have imperfect information about 

the preferences of policy makers. If preferences were known to the public, the candidate 

more closely connected to the interests of the non-tradable sector would be elected, since 

this sector is assumed to have a higher number of votes. This feature, therefore, creates 

real exchange rate cycles around elections. Ghezzi, Stein and Streb (2000) follow similar 

theoretical ideas. In their model, voters have incomplete information on the competence and 

the opportunism of incumbents. Devaluation acts like a tax and may s_uggest to the voting 

public that the policy maker is incompetent. It provides, therefore, an incentive for the 

incumbent to postpone devaluation, leading to an overvalued exchange rate befare elections. 

The choice of stabiliz~tion strategy and exchange rate regime are also examined in the 

literature. It is argued that many countries still choose fixed nominal exchange-rate regimes 

so many years after the abandonment of the Bretton Woods system because it may lead to 

stronger macroeconomic discipline. Edwards (1996) writes: 

"The credibility problem can be solved (partially) by selecting an exchange-
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rate system that constrains the authorities ability to generate inflation. Thus, 

countries with a more ambitious real target, with.other things given, will have· an 

incentive to selecta pegged regime as a way of reducing their credibility problem". 

A natural extension to this idea would be that ERBS might be perceived as more credible 

than MBS, since the fixed nominal an<;:hor chosen increases the authorities macroeconomic 

discipline in the future. Tornell and Velasco (1999) challenges Edwards' paper with a model 

attributing different ·discount rates to the representative consumer and to the policy maker, 

the later granted with a higher discount rate. The model implies that a fl.oating exchange 

rate regime imposes higher macroeconomic discipline. Alfaro (1999) suggests that temporary 1 

stabilization programs could be implemented by governments since the owners of non-traded 

goods' welfare improves while owners of traded goods are hurt for reasonable parameter val-

ues. Using this distributional effect caused by real exchange rate appreciation, governments 

enjoy stronger political support and may favo~ the implementation of temporary exchange

rate-based stabilization programs. 

4 Political Opportunism and Inflation Stabilization 

The survey of the previous section clearly reveals the existence of a wide variety of papers 

discussing the opportunistic use of real exchange rates and infl.ation. They are theoretical and 

empirical studies establishing that, for many developng countries, the real exchange-rate ap

preciates (low inflation) prior to elections and r.eal exchange-rate depreciates (high inflation) 

after elections. However, the política! economy literature fails to address a very important 
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policy question régarding inflation stabilization. Is the strategic choice between monetary or 

exchange-rate anchors influenced by elections when policy makers want to stabilize the rate 

of inflation? Are policy makers compelled to choose ERBS before ·elections and MBS after 

elections acknowledging the different consumption cycle in the aftermath of each stabiliza

tion strategy? I propose to answer these questions with empirical evidence. I believe that 
' ' 

political variables, such as elections, do influence policy making in many countries. Table 2 

shows how voting intentions for the 1994 Brazilian presidential campaign changed in favor 

of the candidate who launched the Real exchange-rate-based stabilization program in July 

of the same year. 

Table 2: Real Plan - Voting Intentions 

Cardoso Lula 

June 17% 39% 

July 27% 30% 

August 45% 23% 

September 4;3% 22% 

October (results) 54% 27% 

Source: Stein and Streb (1997) 

T he Mexican exchange-rate-based stabilization program is another case where the elec

tions occurred after the plan was launched in December 1987. In July 1988, Carlos Salinas 

was elected and the PRI strategic choice to stabilize the economy was praised by voters 

enthusiastic with the ongoing consumption boom. However, it is not always the case that 

' 
exchange-rate-based stabilization programs are implemented before presidential elections. 
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Programs such as Austral 1985, Cruzado 1986 and Convertibility 1991 seem to be m¿re re

lated to congressi_onal elections usually held months after the stabilization was launched. On 

the other hand, money-based stabilization programs seemed to have occurred after elections 

took place. Bonex plan in Argentina was launched by the new elected government headed by 

Carlos Menem. The Collor plan in Brazil was launched in March 1990 right after F'ernando 

Collor de Melo was elected president. Other money-based programs such as Peru 1990 and 

Dominican Republic 1990 were also launched after elections. The consumption busts that 

follow from money-based stabilization programs represent a great political cost to be avoided 

before important elections; rather, the incumbent would prefer the cost to be paid as soon 

as the new governm~nt is in charge so that the economic recovery can take place later in 

the same presidential term. Furthermore, MBS launched soon after elections may serve the 

purpose of blaming the past administration for the harsh recession that inevitably follows. 

A different explanation might be related to the credibility aspect. MBS programs were 

launched exactly after the new elected governments took power.6 As a result, their stock of 

credibility was very high, allowing them to adopt a strict strategy to stabilize inflation, even 

at a cost of a deep recession. Inversely, ERBS could be thought as an instrument in order 

to increase the stock of credibility (reputation) prior to elections. Figures 1 and 2 show the 

relationship between GDP growth and the timing of the stabilization attempts and elections 

for Argentina and Brazil. 

G The only e..xception here is BONEX in Argentina. It took Menem 6 months to adopt the program after 
trying different policies to stabilize the rate of infl.ation. All other MBS programs were adopted right after 
the elected president took power. 
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Figure I: Quarterly GDP Growth Ratcs (Argentin a 1980-2000) 
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Figure 3 is another indication of the strong relationship between the timing of the stabi-

lization programs and elections. In the figure, t· indicates the starting time of the different 
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stabilization attempts. The figure shows that the MBS programs are launched always after 

the elections whereas ERBS are mostly launched before elections. 

Figure 3: Stabili7.ation Plans and Timing of Elections 

E 
R 
B 
s 

M 
B 
s 

9 Months Before 

Aridor 1 (Israel) 
Cohcn-Orgad (Israel) 
Austral 1 (Argentina) 
Cruzado (Brazil) 
February Plan (Argentina) 
Plan 1987 (Mexico) 
Primavera 11 (Argentina) 
Convertibilily (Argentina) 
Real (Brazil) 

. 

9 Months After 

Package Deal 1 (lsroel) 
Package Deal 11 (Israel) 
Plan 1983 (lceland) 
Plan 1985 (Peru) 

1 

Plan 1985 (Bolivia) 
Bonex (Argentina) 
Collor (Brazil) 
Plan 1990 (Dominican Rep.) 
Plan 1990 (Peru) 

Table 3, below, shows all the stabilization programs undertaken in countries that suffered 

from chronic inflation, the type of stabilization (MBS or ERBS) they adopted and the closest 

election (presidential or congressional) date before and. after the stabilization.7 

According to Table 3, many stabilization programs were adopted close to either, a pres

idential or congressional election. Many others such a:s Israel 1985 or Urugúay 1990 seem 

to have been adopted far from elections. Another interesting feature derived from the table 

is the change in the policy strategy most commonly used to stabilize the economy. From 

seven stabilization p~ans throughout the military regime, only one used a monetary anchor 

7 It should be pointed out that sorne countries had no democratic regimes when sorne stabilization programs 
were launched and therefore there were no elections. Israel is the only country with a parliamentary regime 
without presidential elections. Elections are either presidential or congressional. With the exception of the 
November 1984 Israeli poll (it was antecipated 1 year) , all elections considered in the sample are exogenous 
to the Government, which means that they were neither advanced nor postponed from its original schedule. 
They were exogenously approved and determined in advance by the countries' legislators. 
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(Chile 1975). All others relied on the exchange rate a5 the nominal anchor. When redemoc-

1 

ratization took place starting in the 1980's for most of the countries, the use of monetary 

anchors became more frequent. At least five stabilization programs relied on monetary ag

gregates after the introduction of elections in countries such as Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, . 
Chile and Uruguay. The use of monetary anchors was significantly higher in democratic 

regimes compared to military regimes. This provides· strong evidence that a relationship 

between elections and the choice of stabilization strategy exists. Another interesting feature 

derived from Table 3 is the fact that the size of the election cycle seems to affect the number 

of plans a country adopts. This result may suggest that smaller election cycles in countries 

like Argentina, Brazil and Israel may increase inflation·and, therefore, the need to reduce it 

through stabilization programs. However, longer cycles in countries like Mexico may entail 

less volatile inflation and a smaller quantity of stabilization attempts.8 In the next sections 

a more profound analysis is considered to test the hypothesis that the timing of elections 

affects the starting t ime of stabilization programs. 9 

s It is quite possible that the size of the election cycle affects a wide spectrum of important macro-economic 
variables. This is an interesting topic for future research. 

9 Clearly, ERBS are more frequently used than MBS. Even though many explanations could be provided 
to why this happens, it is very important that future research deeply investigates the reasons behind this 
policy-makers' preference. 
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Table 3: llie S.'llr4)le of Stabilization Programs 

Stabilization Program Begiming Date Type Bections Before Bections Mer 

Brazil 1964 Mar--64 ERBS 
Argentina 1967 Mar-67 ' ERBS 

Uruguay l 968 Jun-68 ERBS 

O,ilc 1975 Apr-75 MBS 

01ilean Tablita Feb-78 ERBS 

Uruguayan Tablita O::t-78 ERBS 

Argentine Tablita Dx-78 ' ERBS 

Israel - Aridor l Dx-80 ERBS Ivfay-77 Jun-81 

Israel - Aridor II Sep-82 ERl3S Jun-81 Jul-84 

Iceland 1983 Ivfay-83 ERBS Apr-83 Apr-87 

Israel - Col"CO-O·goo Dx-83 ERBS Jun-81 Jul-84 

Israel - Package D::aI I Jul-84 ERBS Jun-81 Jul-84 

Israel - Package D::aI II J\bv-84 ERBS Jul-84 J\bv-88 

Israel - Package D::aI ill Fw-85 ERBS Jul-84 J\bv-88 

Argentina -Austral I Jun-85 ERBS O::t-83 O::t-85 

Israel - ~w Shekel Jul-85 ERBS Jul-84 . J\bv-88 

Bolivia 1985 Aug-85 MBS Jul-85 Ivfay-89. 

Peru 1985 Aug-85 ERBS Apr-85 Apr-90 

Brazil - Qw..,,do Plan Feb-86 ERBS Nov-82 Nov-86 

Argentina - Prinnvera Plan I Aug-86 ERBS O::t-85 O::t-87 

Argentina - füxuary Plan Feb-87 ERBS O::t-85 ' O::t-87 

Brazil - Bl'l':SSer Plan Jun-87 ERBS J\bv-86 J\bv-89 

Argentina -Austral II O::t-87 ERBS O::t-85 O::t-87 

~ icol987 Dx-87 ERBS Jul-82 Jul-88 

Brazil - Gradualist Plan Apr-88 ERBS J\bv-86 N:>v-89 

Argentina - Prirravera II Plan Aug-88 ERBS O::t-87 Ivfay-89 

Brazil - S= Plan 1988 Jan-89 ERBS J\bv-86 N:,v-89 

Argentina - BONEX Dx-89 MBS Ivfay-89 O::t-91 

Brazil - Collor Plan M1r-90 MBS J\bv-89 O::t-94 

I);)1rinican Republic 1990 Aug-90 MBS Ivfay-90 Ivfay-94 

Peru 1990 Aug-90 MBS Apr-90 Apr-95 

Uruguay 1990 Dx-90 ERBS J\bv-89 N:,v-94 

Nicaragua 1991 Mar-91 ERBS Feb-90 O::t-96 

Argentina - Convertibility Plan Apr-91 ERBS Ivfay-89 O::t-91 - Brazil - Real Plan Jul-94 ERBS N:,v-89 O::t-94 

Source: fvguel and Liviatan (1991), Galvo and Vegh (1999), Veiga (1999) and Lijphart elections archives. 
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5 Data Sources and the Sample 

What is considered a stabilization program is an important and controversia! question. In 

order to construct a sample one must first deÍl¡ne a stabilization attempt. The literature has 

basically two methods to define a stabilization attempt: the mechanical approach and the 

episodical approach. The former uses a mechanical rule to define a stabilization whereas the 

latter considers the use of well known case studies mentioned in the economics literature to 

determine what can be considered an inflation stabilization plan. 

Easterly (1996) is an important paper in the mechanical tradition that sets that stabiliza-

tions are all cpisodes in the cross-country data of movement from two years or more of above 

40% annual infiation to two years or more of below 40% annual infiation.10 Hamann (1999) 

also advocates the use of mechanical rules defining more flexible criterions than ~asterly 

(1996) in order to determine what is an inflation stabilization attempt. The shortcomings of 

this tradition are that episodes found do not necessarily represent fully-fledged stabilization 

attempts. Besides, the mechanical rules tend to be biased towards successful stabilizations 

leaving the unsuccessful attempts out of the list of stabilizat~on episodes. 

Calvo and Vegh (1999), Veiga (1999) and Veiga (2000) adopt the episodical approach 

to determine their lists of stabilization programs. The main shortcoming of the episodical 

method is that it may fail to consider stabilizations that have occurred in the world but were 

not heavily addressed by the literature. This is especially true if sorne of the stabilization 

attempts took place in remote countries. 

IOThe written sentence in italic comes from Easterly's paper "When is stabilization expansionary - Evidence 
from h.igh inflat ion". 
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In the analysis of poJitical opportunism, ~t is important to consider only fully-fledged 

stabilization programs. There are many episodes of inflation reducing policies ( traditional 

monetary and fiscal policies) that cannot be characterized as fully-fledged stabilization pro

grams.11 Besides, the more these programs were publicly announced by policy makers, the 

more consistent they are with respect to the episodical approach and, therefore, the more 

suitable they are for the sample. Adopting rules that could leave unsuccessful stabilizations 

out of the sample and including programs who were not really inflation stabilization plans 

undermine the use of the mechanical approach12 . Even though the episodical approach 

has its limitations, it is adopted because it seems to be more appropriate for the research ¡' 

question of the paper.13 

The stabilization programs used in the empirical analysis are those of table 3 with the 

exception of those programs that took place during the military regimes. Therefore, the 

sample has 29 episodes of inflation stabilization. Data for elections are available for the 

11 Fully-fledged stabilization programs are announced "packages" contairung a di verse array of policies. Sorne 
programs adopt traditional orthodox (fiscal and monetary policies) and others adopt non-traditional hetero
dox policies (price and wage controls, income policies and "social pacts" among different pressur~ groups). 
Most of them include monetary reforms and measures to reduce price and wage indexation. These programs, 
therefore, completely cliffer from the policies implemented by the Central Bank and the Treasury of clifferent 
countries on a daily basis. This is true even when these policies are implemented in order to reduce inflation 
rate by a few percentage points. 
12Nevertheless, the inclusion of sorne stabilizations such as Iceland (1983) and Nicaragua (1991) were e..~
tracted from Hamann (1999). The author found their existance using a mechanical rule but their ultimate 
inclusion was only possible when case stuclies of the stabilizations were found. This procedure is consistent 
with the episodical approach, although it may be considered a mixture of both methodologies. 
13A fair question to ask is whether the higher number of ERBS compared to MBS could show that it is more 
convenient to announce ERBS rather than MBS. In particular, accorcling to t his view, policy-makers would 
try to avoid the announcement of MBS prior to elections even if they ~xisted. In this case, a selection bias 
could exist in favor of ERBS over MBS. A priori, however, it is not obvious that policy-makers may prefer to 
announce one strategy over the other to stabilize inflation. Strategies chosen and announced should depend 
largely on the election cycles. Furthennore, it is clifficult to assume that MBS actually happened but were not 
announced by policy-makers. The countries in the sample are very sensitive to inflation stabilization policies 
and it is hard to imagine politicians mitigating their adoption just by failing to announce their existence. 
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whole period from the Lijphart Archives. Monthly data for all the variables1'1 come from 

the IFS (International Financial Statistics from the IMF) and the Central Banks of the 

countries in the sample. 

6 Econometric Model 

Figure 4 and 5 below show the distributions of the most important variables used in the 

regression analysis according to the nominal anchor. The distribution of months to next 

election clearly indicates a high frequency in the range of 0-17 months for ERBS as well as a 

high frequency in the range of 35 and above months to next election for MBS. On the other 

hand, the distribution of months fro:i;n past election shows high frequency in the range 0-12 

months for MBS as well as a high concentration of ERBS in the range of 13 months and 

above from past election. The figures suggest the existence of a close relationship between 

the election cycle and the choice of nominal anchor. The regression analysis below will help 

determine the existence of such relationship. 

14Data used for GDP is quarterly. 
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Figure 4: Distribution of ERBS • MBS by Months to thc Ncxt Elcction 
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Figure 5: Distribution of ERBS- MBS by Months from Past Elcction 
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I use a Probit model on the sample of 29 stabilization programs to estimate the influence 
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of elections on the choice of stabilization anchor used by policy-makers. }'i is the model's 

discrete dependent variable that may take the following values: 

~=O, 1 

if a money-based or exchange-rate-based stab~lization is selected. The general model to be 

estimated is therefore: 

where <I> (Xf/3) is the standard normal distribution defined as: 

(<'./3 1 (-z2
) 

<I> (X{/3) = l-~ .✓,27r exp 2 dz 

The Xi matrix is composed by the following regressors15 

X1 : months to next election 

X2 months from past election16 

X3 international reserves.17 

X4 quarterly GDP growth rate.18 

The main objective of the estimation process is to determine the sign of /31and /32 as 

well as its statistic significance. The smaller the distance in months to the next election, 

15Some adclitional control variables could be included in this list. However, since the sample is small, adcling 
explanatory variables increases the variance of the coefficients reducing their statistic significance siinply due 
to the few degrees of freedom inherent to small samples. 
16The inclusion of both months to next election and months from past election is important because it is 
implicitly taking into account the different sizes of the election cycle of the different countries. 
17lnternational reserves are calculated as the ratio Reserves/M3. This is a useful way that takes into account 
the relative sizes of the countries when considering the distinct aniount of international reserves they possess. 
lSThe growth rates considered have two quarters lag from the starting month of the stabilization program. 
This assumes that policy-makers only knew two-quarter lagged growth rates when he or she decided the 
anchor that would be used to stabilize inflation. 
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the higher should be the probability of adoption of an ERBS since it is more likely that the 

consumption boom will occur close to the next elections Therefore, .theory predicts that {31 

should have a negative sign. On the other hand, the greater the distance from the previous 

election, the higher should be the probability of adoption of an ERBS. Therefore, theory 

predict taht (32 should have a positive sign. 

I t is also very interesting to examine the possi bili ty of other variables aff ecting the choice 

of stabilization anchor. Tne intuition for the level of international reserves is straight forward . 

A higher level of international reserves should result in a higher probability of the adoption 

of an ERBS since the government has more ability to sustain the fixed level of the exchange 

rate. rn Finally, GDP growth may influence the choice of stabilization anchor since, if a 

country is in a recession, it is more likely to implementan ERBS given that adopting a MBS 

will further depress the economy, increasing the overall costs of the program. -In fact, Gould 

(2001) finds that international reserves and growth are very important to determine the 

anchor used in a stabilization program. In particular, his results imply that policy-makers 

do not choose exogenously which anch,or they wish to use to stabilize inflation. Therefore, the 

anchor employed would be ultimately determined by the current situation of the economy. 

According to this view, the very existence of the consumption boom-bust cycles driven by the 

adoption of either·stabilization strategy is uncertain. Given the level of international reserves 

and current growth rate, the economy would follow the consumption patterns described by 

Calvo and Vegh (1999) independently of the anchor employed in the stabilization. Since 

IOThis is only true if it is assumed that the country cannot count 0n externa! help from the IMF for e."Xample. 
Ideally, one would like to have a measure of potential interuational reserves. 
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Gould (2001) has not considered how elections affect policy-makers incentiv~ and decisions, 

the estimates of t he regression analysis should shed sorne light on this controversy. 

Below, table 4 presents the results of a set of regressions using different combinations of 

the variables months to next election and months from past election, reserves and growth 

rates as regressors. 

Table 4 - Regression Variants for the Unrestricted Probit Model 

(1) (2) (3) 

ERBS ERBS ERBS 

Months to Next Election -0.4'79 -2.278 -0.476 

(0.84) (3.07) (0.95) 

Months from Past Election 0.954 .. 3.241 0.954 .. 

(0.47) (2.12) (0.48) 

Reserves 45.849 

(33.44) 

Growth -0.207 
' 

(28.79) 

Constant 0.788 -3.548 0.778 

(3.37) (7.68) (3.66) 

Prob > Chi2 0.0058 0.0006 0.0163 

Pseudo R2 0.40 0.67 0.40 

Observations 29 29 29 

Sta_ndard errors in parentheses 
• significant at 10%; •• significant at 5%; ··• significant at 1% 

The sign of the coefficients for months to next election and months from past election as 

well as the sign of the remaining regressors is coherent with the basic intuition exposed pre

viously. Nevertheless, only months from past election is significant in most of specifications. 

In order to improve the estimation a.more restricted model was specified. 

T he following restriction is imposed on the unrestricted model: 
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and the restricted model becomes: 

The restricted model could also be expressed in the following way: 

' 
T he logarithm of the ratio (X1i/ X 2i) is now capturing the effects of both months to and 

months from election in a different way. A smaller ratio of the combined distances20 should 

have a positive effect on the probability of adoption of an ERBS (/31 < 0).21 The results 

for the restricted model are presented in table 5 below. 

Table 5 - Regression Variants for the Restricted Probit Model 

(1 ) (2) (3) (4) 

ERBS ERBS ERBS ERBS 

Distance (Ratio) -0.842· · -3.453 -5.311 -0.861 •• 

(0.41) (2.44) (5.99) (0.43) 

Reserves 49.557 83.161 

(38.45) (97.18) 

Growth -34.76 5.248 

(42.85) (25.82) 

Constant 2.306 .. -0.014 -1.069 2.303°° 

(1.02) (1.59) (2.45) (1.03) 

Prob > Chi2 0.001 5 0.0002 0.0004 0.0063 

Pseudo R2 0.39 0.66 0.70 0.39 

Observations 27 , 27 27 27 

Standard errors in parentheses 
• significan! at 10%; •• significan! at 5%; ••• significant at 1 % 

20Notice that the monthly unit , usually employed for distance, is no longer valid for the ratio above. 
21This is true either because there are not many months to the ne;-..,1; elections and/or because there may be 
severa! months since last elections occurred. 
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The most important result from the estimation is the negative relationship between dis

tance (ratio) and the probability of an ERBS adoption. The coefficient for distance is 

significant at 5% in regressions (1) and (4). 

Neither of the control variables are statistically significant, even though their signs are 

consistent with expectations. International reserves are positively related to the probability 

of using the exchange-rate as an anchor for stabilization while GDP growth is negatively 

related to this probability in most of the regressions. These results contradict the idea 

implied by Gould (2001) mentioned previously. The estimates indicate that policy-makers 

have the ability to choose the anchor to stabilize inflation and reserves and GDP growth do 

not seem to constrain them substantially. 22 

Even though the low pseudoR-squared in sorne regressions indicates that additional re-

gressors could be included to improve the explaining power of the regressions, all regression 

variants are accepted at 1 %. A Likelihood-Ratio (LR) test is computed for the validity of 

the hypothesis that /31 + /32 = O, and compared to the Chi-squared distribution cut-off point 

with one degree of freedom (number of restrictions).23 

LR = 0.099 < xfi,s%) = 3.841 

_The hypothesis cannot be rejected at 5% confidence level. The restricted model seems 

to be a better specification than the unrestricted model. Nonetheless, in spite of the specifi-

22As mentioned before, considering potential international reserves could be a better controi variable instea<l 
of current international reserves. Unfortunately, it is difficult to establish a reasonable way to measure the 
potential s tock of international reserves. 
23T he Likelihoo<l-Ratio is a large-sample test and should not be employed in small samples like the one used 
in this paper. Nonetheless, its calculation serves as an indication of the validity of the restriction considered. 
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cation chosen, the clear result of this regression analysis is that the election cycle is relevant 

for the deterrnination of the nominal anchor to stabilize inflation. 

7 Concluding Remarks 

The most important result of this paper is the observed pattern in the timing and the 

anchors chosen to stabilize the economy. This hypothesis was formally tested and the results 

supported the existence of this pattern. The evidence indicates that policy-makers choose 

opportunistically the nominal anchor to stabilize inflation taking the election cycle into 

account. Other analysis that do not account for election cycles may be ornitting an important 

predictor (explanatory variable). The results of this empirical study suggest that politicians 

choose among the different anchors taking the election cycle into account. This fact provides 

a rational for why policy-makers may choose a hard MBS. It seems advantageous to do 

it right after elections for two reasons. First, because econornic recovery will take place 

during the term of office of the politician and second, because the politician may blame the 

previous government for the costs implied by the adoption of the MBS. In particular, this 

study supports the view that there is a rationa~ for the "recession-now-versus-recession-later 

hypothesis" and that not all stabilization programs are expansionary. 

Additional, though secondary, contributions of this work include the creation of a more 

comprehensive list of stabilization attempts completely independent on their achievements. 

The episodical approach adopted relied on the existing literature to add stabilization pro

grams not very familiar to many in the profession. 
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Many questions were raised by the study and should be investigated in the future. For 

example, theoretical models should help explain why ERBS are more frequently adopted 

than MBS and also the mechanisms behind the politicians' decision which anchor to choose 

and when to stabilize. Issues regarding voters' behavior and their high discount rate, are a 

possible explanation but not the single one. It is possible that the creation of consumption 

booms favors the political approval of tax cuts that entail positive wealth effects in the 

economy such as the reduction of distortions caused by the excessive taxation. This, in turn, 

may generate an advantage of the ERBS over MBS. Many possible theoretical routes can 

be taken from these initial thoughts but this is not the purpose of this study. This analysis 

should be viewed as an initial contribution aiming to establish valuable facts and assisting 

economists interested on the political economy of inflation stabilization to advance their 

future research. 
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